For any given element a of the ring *Z = ZN//, where / is the ideal of integer sequences convergent to 0, an A -proper map in l2 is constructed whose degree in the sense of S. F. Wong is equal to a.
Deg (T, G,y) Q Deg (T, Gx ,y) + Deg (T, G2,y),
and if Deg (T, G,y) =£ {0} then there is an x E G such that T(x) = y. Wong [9] has given a new definition of the degree with values in a ring *Z (see below) which satisfies the sum formula with an equality sign. Later Wong [10] proved a restricted product formula for the degree of the product TU under the restriction that at least one of the maps T or U must be of the form Identity + Compact.
The purpose of this paper is, given a E *Z, to construct an /I-proper map in l2 whose degree is a. In the following let A' be a real Banach space. Let cl (G) denote the closure of G and 9 G the topological boundary of G for subsets G of X. Definition 1. An (oriented) projectionally complete scheme T for mappings from subsets of X to X is a monotonically increasing sequence {Xn) of (oriented) finite dimensional subspaces of X and a sequence {Pn) of continuous linear projections Pn: X -» Xn with PnX = X", such that f"x -> x as n ^ oo for each x E X.
This Let G be a subset of X, and Y a projectionally complete scheme in the sense of Definition 1. The mapping F: cl (G) -* X is .4-proper with respect to T if for any bounded sequence {x".} with xn G cl (G ) n X". such that PnT(xn)->g G X, there exists a subsequence {xn } and an x G cl (G) such that xn -> x as k -» oo and F(x) = g. Such mappings include mappings of the form I + C where / is the identity and C is compact [6 We will now compute the degree of F at 0 relative to G. Since Hm n Xn = 0 for m > n (see Appendix I), it follows that G" = G n X" = U Hmt" where //m," = Hm n Xn. 
